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With its elegant balance of rich hardwood and airy glass, the Palmieri
Bannister collection pays tribute to historic Old World design and
handcraftsmanship. Bannister’s commanding presence has a home in
some of North America’s most prestigious learning institutions.
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WORK SURFACES
■

Tabletops are constructed of 11/4”, three-ply
particleboard core

■

Top surfaces receive a durable .050” high-pressure
plastic laminate sheet

■

Solid hardwood edgeband features a distinctive
knife-edge

■

All edges and corners are slightly eased

■

Work surfaces may be custom fitted for wire
maintenance

■

Panel base exteriors are inset with solid hardwood
bands in a modern interpretation of the Jacobean
paneling style

■

Panels may be custom fitted with electrical options
and wire maintenance accessories

■

Carrel end panels are 11/4”, three-ply particleboard
core, faced with plain sliced, grade “A” veneers;
external edges receive heavy solid hardwood bands
The unique panelling design of Bannister
reading table bases complements that found
in many historic libraries, including the
Methuen, MA-based Nevins Memorial Library.

THE BANNISTER
PRODUCT LINE
The Bannister line of
furnishings is available in a
variety of standard finishes.
For complete product line
details, please consult the
Palmieri Furniture Ltd.
Product Specification Manual
or contact your local Palmieri
Furniture dealer.
■ Atlas Stand
■ Dictionary Stand
■ Display Table (Fabric
Bottom Option)

The Bannister work surface is framed
with a solid hardwood band featuring
an elegant eased knife-edge.
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■

■

■ Index Table (Four- or
Six-Place, Double-Tier)
■

Panels feature a 20° waterfall arch from back
to front

■

End panels may be custom fitted with clear or
frosted glass inserts and hardwood mullions

Tables feature panel bases framed with heavy
vertical and horizontal solid hardwood

■ Newspaper Table
■ PAC Table (One-, Two-,
or Three-Place)
■ Reading Table
(Rectangular, Round, or
Square)

Apron rails and the lowest horizontal panel member
are slightly arched

■ Reference Carrel
(Single- or DoubleFaced; Add-On available)

The waterfall arch of carrel
panels helps create the
distinctive Bannister profile.
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Power channels in Bannister modular
computer carrels may be concealed in
the base behind a custom solid panel.

■ Modular Study Carrel
(Single- or DoubleFaced; Add-On available)

■ Study Carrel Table
(Single, Double, or FourPlace)

Palmieri Furniture Ltd.
1230 Reid Street, Richmond Hill
Ontario, Canada L4B 1C4
Tel: (905) 731-9300 Fax: (905) 731-9878
Toll Free: 1-800-413-4440
Website: www.palmierifurniture.com

Leading Edge
Concept and Design

